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Welcome to Bright ideas!
Over the past two years, a transformation has
occurred, not only in how we work but in the
expanding capabilities of technology. It has
fundamentally changed the workplace and
our ability to access information and resources
wherever we may be.
With the economy reopening after the pandemic and the changes that were brought to many
people’s lives, we are still in a fast-changing world. New technologies have arisen and thrived,
including videoconferencing, content sharing, and BYOD. Remote and hybrid working has
become the norm and signified a cultural revolution and paradigm shift in the workplace.
These new operational methods, office return, and the normalisation of the hybrid work
week have fundamentally altered how we manage our time, meetings and social life.
It has caused a seismic shift in many sectors, but none more than education.
New capabilities for digital learning and shared experiences have now become
fundamental requirements. Interaction and collaboration have now been adopted
in previously unimaginable ways.
Born of adversity, this rapid surge in technology has proven an excellent
opportunity for GVAV, given our deep involvement in the education, local
government and corporate sectors. We have continued to pursue excellence
and adapted to this new technological landscape.

Kristian Cutting
Joint Managing Director

ISO 9001
CERTIFIED

ISO 27001
CERTIFIED

We have embraced the drive toward new and extraordinary hybrid and
collaborative scenarios, delivering first-of-a-kind projects and supplying
cutting-edge solutions. Consequently, we have continued to succeed, despite
the ongoing challenges.

SUPC
Southern Universities
Purchasing Consortium

Contents
This year, we proudly announce our continued
expansion by opening our great new regional
branch in Dundee. GVAV looks forward to
providing excellence, quality and local service to
our Scottish customers for many years to come.
In 2022 GVAV have carefully adapted to the
changing needs of its customers. Supplying systems
that offer the best cutting-edge technologies,
designing systems with the latest solutions
and enabling organisations to achieve the best
collaborative working.
We’ve helped numerous organisations realise
their goals in delivering excellence, whether in the
classroom, lecture theatre, office or remote. And in
the coming year, we will continue to do this.
In this exciting new world, collaborative technology
represents the future of AV. So take a look through
this year’s edition of Bright Ideas and find out more.
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JMSupplies
Chester Podium
Quantum
An electrical height adjustable presenter with a 15U rack
cupboard with desktop widths from 1200mm – 1800mm.
This model is available as a 2200mm wide double cabinet desk
or an 1800mm wide single cabinet desk. Features concealed
void beneath desktop for hiding cables, and desktop mounted
equipment giving greater ﬂexibility. A wider rack cupboard
with a fully removable lockable rear panel. Finished to the
RAL colour of your choice, with optional graphics and logos.

A space-saving solution for smaller or ﬂexible
teaching spaces. The Chester Podium is ideal for
users who don’t need space for a local PC. It has
a 7U vertical rack in the stem, with 9U of half-rack
space above. Full cable management through
the base and stem. Hidden castors allow easy
reconﬁguration of teaching spaces.

Alpha Presenter
The ever-popular Alpha Presenter range is
available as ﬁxed height or electrical height
adjustable, teaching desks, lecture theatre
desks and lecterns. The 15U, 16U or 18U
cabinets have lockable doors and hatch
to access AV components easily.
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Delta
The Delta 1800 desk provides a larger working area with
15U of rack space for hybrid teaching. Cable management
is provided through the base and underside of the desktop.
Developed to ﬁt in our popular Delta Presenter range, it gives
the same level of value and quality. Available in any of the
RAL shades.

AUDIO VISUAL
ROOMWARE SOLUTIONS
Our Solutions:

VariHite Lectern
Kobi PC Desk

WorksZone
HuddleZone

Totem SBS
Educator 3

Evolve

COLLABORATIVE FURNITURE

SCREEN STANDS & DIVIDERS

Our range of collaboration furniture
provides users with unparalleled
accessibility to technology in order to help
facilitate any huddle or active learning
application.

TeamMate has a variety of digital signage
and divider products to help aid any
meeting or teaching environment. Each
product has the ability to be manoeuvred
between spaces providing that extra level
of flexibility.

LECTERNS & PODIUMS
From large lecture theatres, to smaller
seminar rooms, TeamMate has it covered.
With a modular design and added
flexibility of height adjustment, each
product has been carefully designed
to ensure that it meets the functionality
required for your AV needs.

Laptop Cubby Desk

WORKSPACE AND
TECHNICAL DESKS
TeamMate has developed a suite of agile
and flexible desking solutions. Each desk
has the ability to be customised to suit your
room layout and AV/IT requirements.

Features & Benefits:
>> Accommodates 55” - 65” screens
>> Ideal for exhibition, conference and active learning spaces
>> 1U 19” rack space with integrated rack pegboard for
equipment mounting
>> Self-contained with on board power, minimal installation
required
>> Heavy duty castor upgrade available

Screen Riser

>> Soundbar compatible on the 55” model

Ideal for active

!

learning spaces

>> Customise the interface panel with AV
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Ceiling VC Streaming Kit

V-Wall Freestanding Video Wall

Ensure your students never miss a lesson or lecture again
with the latest ceiling suspended video conference camera
and screen kit. Record and live stream the lecture to
students who are unable to make it in - whether they’re ill,
working from home or not local to the venue.

Ideal for situations where quick, easy and
accurate assembly is required.

Designed as an all-in-one suspension solution, this kit
comes with a small screen universal mount,
dedicated video camera mount, ceiling plate
and 1000m column as standard.
Pictured: Polycom Studio Camera

This robust modular structure is
made of individual mast units with
cross members enabling a 3 or 4 high
display with infinite width. Each
display mount allows for tool-less
adjustment in all planes.
Cable management runs are
catered for with adequate space for
players, PC’s and other devices.

Nest-Star Nesting Trolley

PowaLift Trolley

Rhobus Floor to Wall Stand

The Nest-Star is a complete teaching
assistant on wheels that can be deployed
quickly and neatly stowed when not in use.

Electronic control and PowaLift technology
combine to create
a versatile stand or
trolley solution that
is ideal for education
and anywhere the
screen may be used
by someone in a
wheelchair.

Rhobus
Floor to
Wall stand
with front
lockable
access
door and
enough
room for
AV/IT equipment.
Power sockets located
either side of mast.

These adaptable
trolleys can be
customised to
suit customer
needs. They can
quickly turn an
empty space
into an effective
student e-learning
environment.

Operated by manual switch
or wireless remote, screens
can smoothly transition
through 700mm, stopping
safely at any point.

Ideal for structures
that cannot support
the weight of a wall
mounted solution.
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B-TECH AV MOUNTS
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO VISUAL MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

HEAVY DUTY FLAT SCREEN WALL MOUNT

MOTORISED HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE STANDS
Effortless vertical adjustment of the mounted screen

BT8568
MOBILE STAND

Ideal for interactive touchscreens in the classroom

BT8569
FLOOR-TO-WALL
STAND

Easy-to-use motorised height adjustment allows a mounted screen to be
positioned at various heights
Designed for screens up to 86" / 100kg

BT9903
XL HEAVY DUTY UNIVERSAL
FLAT SCREEN WALL MOUNT
Supplied wit
h
electr
control coonnsic
ole

Interface arms include levelling screws to adjust the height of the screen
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Mount
XL screens
up
120" / 200k to
g

Designed for screens up to 120" / 200kg

Adjustment screws allow the screen to be levelled
easily when mounted to the wall

Ideal for use with large touch screens and interactive displays

BT8569 is a close to the wall fixed solution that mounts
from the floor and wall

Low profile design is ideal for maintaining
a spacious and tidy work area

Simple ‘hook-on’ installation with all mounting
hardware included

Auto-stop; automatically stops screen stops moving when resistance is felt

BT8568 is a mobile solution with non-marking locking/braked castors
for easy maneuverability

MOUNTING SOLUTIONS
IDEAL FOR MODERN EDUCATION
& LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

BT8568 feat
ures
non-marking
braked cast
ors

Lateral adjustment of screen once mounted
allows for optimum positioning of the screen
Also compatible with the
range to create component based pole mounting solutions

Peerless-AV
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ATND1061

Beamforming Ceiling Array Microphone
The ATND1061 Beamforming Ceiling Array Microphone is an ideal
solution for conference rooms, boardrooms, and meeting spaces
large and small. The microphone may be used singly or in multiples
(for larger meeting spaces) to capture every person speaking in a
room with clear, natural audio that reduces distracting
environmental sounds. A state-of-the-art professional product in a
familiar form factor (roughly the size of a wireless access point), the
ATND1061 is easy to install, set up, and operate.

Beamforming
Microphone Array

Dante Output
(ATND1061DAN)

Digital Microphone
Manager Software

Noise
Reduction

Acoustic Echo
Cancellation

Digital
Processing

www.audio-technica.com
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Audio-technica

ATDM-1012

Digital SmartMixer
The ATDM-1012 Digital SmartMixer is a flexible and easy-to-use solution
for a wide variety of installed audio applications where mix-minus
operation or audio pickup from specific zones within a space is required.
Its powerful feature set makes it ideal for hospitality, corporate or
demanding courtroom settings, and many more.
• High-quality mic/line inputs with discrete amplifiers and remotely controllable
mic preamps.
• Up to two ES954 Hanging Microphone Arrays can be integrated with the mixer.
• Full-matrix mixer with flexible input/output assignments.
• USB audio I/O (1 stereo input and 1 stereo output).
• Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC) and Noise Cancelling (NC) for use with up
to 10 mic inputs.
• Audio-Technica LINK support for cascading up to 8 ATDM devices.
• Dante-compatible model (ATDM-1012DAN) available.

www.audio-technica.com
BrightIdeas
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Biamp
BEAMTRACKING MICROPHONES

COMPACT AUDIO DSP - TESIRA FORTE X

Beamtracking technology actively tracks
and intelligently mixes conversations for
exceptional audio quality. Award-winning
design and a meeting room must-have.

TesiraFORTÉ® X 1600 is a
meeting room DSP featuring
multiple network and analog
audio connection points.

•
•
•
•
•

Allows far-end participants to
experience the conversation as
they would a face-to-face
meeting.

5Yr

Covered by Biamp’s five year
product warranty.

TCM-1

VBC-2500
14
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TTM-X

Features

Three 120-degree zones for full
360-degree coverage of
meeting room.

16 Channels of Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC)
Supports simultaneous operation of AVB, Dante, and AES67
2 mic/line level inputs, 2 mic/line level outputs
Five 1 Gigabit Ethernet ports
Up to 2x2 channels of configurable USB audio

WIRELESS PRESENTATION
Ideal for BYOD and BYOC spaces, Modena Hub+
allows participants to connect to meeting room
AV equipment and USB accessories wirelessly, as
well as enabling any participant to wirelessly
receive its AV streams during a video
conferencing session.

Enhanced Audio Solutions

Biamp
Empowering event audiences
to speak, text, and vote
directly from their smartphones.

Total control solutions for any
educational environment

ENGAGE YOUR AUDIENCE!

UNIVERSAL CONTROL SIMPLIFIED

Crowd Mics is hosted on a small device
called the ATOM, which can handle up to
1000 attendees. It creates memorable
and FUN experiences that increase
engagement and excitement.

Simple, elegant, robust control is at your fingertips with
programmable, customisable touch panels and high-quality
control pads. Build your interface using Biamp’s easy-to-use
software and reflect your brand.

Attendees can use their
smart-phone as a personal mic.

-

ATOM

They can also participate in
real-time calling.

For those that don’t want to

to truly collaborative
experiences.
talk, they can ask
a question
via text.

APPRIMO
TOUCH INTERFACES
Enhanced flexibility for
room control

IMPERA
CONTROL PADS
User-friendly room control

PROJECT DESIGNER
DRAG’N’DROP SOFTWARE
Build entire systems
faster and easier

23
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Bose

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR MORE INSTALLATIONS

PROFESSIONAL

BOLD SOUND. HIDDEN IN
PLAIN SIGHT.

SETUP SIMPLICITY.
CONFERENCING CLARITY.

PREMIUM SOUND TO
MAXIMIZE ANY DESIGN.

The Bose Professional Panaray MSA12X
is a self-powered digital beam-steering
loudspeaker that enables improved
room aesthetics, with outstanding vocal
intelligibility and tonal consistency.
The proprietary Articulated
Array® transducer configuration
allows wide, 160° horizontal
coverage throughout the room,
and MSA12X’s modular
design allows building of
vertical arrays using 1-3 units.
Dante® digital audio network
interface comes standard
for connection with other
Dante-enabled products over
Ethernet-based networks.

Bring a simplified, crystal-clear meeting
experience to your small and medium
conference rooms with Bose Videobar VB1
and VB-S. Both feature beam-steering
microphones, a 4K ultra-HD camera, and
proprietary Bose sound for stunning
performance. And both keep your meeting
spaces clutter-free with an elegant lowprofile form factor made possible by
renowned Bose engineering.

DesignMax loudspeakers bring
outstanding audio and aesthetics to
any commercial space. With 1
models to choose from, it’s easy to
create tailored solutions that deliver
instantly impressive sound.

Learn more at pro.bose.com
16
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Simple control. Powerful DSP.
Optimal Audio offers a range of controllers and processors alongside loudspeakers and ampliﬁers.

Zone is a series of controllers
comprising 4 or 8 zone powered and
non-powered versions, with a host of
connections including two HDMI inputs
and outputs for video pass through.

The ZonePad wall mounted
controller provides users clear
access to essential controls.

IN
STOCK

WebApp offers easy DSP setup for the
integrator and simple control for the end
user using a tablet, phone or computer.

optimal-audio.co.uk
Distributed in the UK by
Audio-Technica Ltd.
18
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EW-DX

Evolving with you.

Sennheiser + QSC

EW-DX, the latest member of our Evolution Wireless Digital
family. With its straightforward installation and integration,
the system easily scales across your existing Dante® network.

BrightIdeas
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Shure
MXA920
CEILING ARRAY
MICROPHONE

NETWORKED
LOUDSPEAKER

LINEAR AR
ARRAY
A
AY
MICROPHONE
OPHONE

MICROFLEX ECOSYSTEM FOR UC SOLUTIONS

COMMAND ATTENTION. UNLEASH IDEAS.
Whether it’s a lecture, a class, or an online course, speech intelligibility is critical to productivity, student
participation and achievement. At Shure, we have over 90 years of experience enabling great communicators
to connect with their audience. You
Y can leverage our wealth of knowledge in acoustics, audio, and wireless
technology, to create immersive learning environments that enhance the student experience.
12
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Improve VC calls, distance
learning and hybrid teaching
The idea that you can simply install some AV hardware
and ‘Hey Presto!’... suddenly have quality video
conferencing, distance learning and collaboration
isn’t always realistic.
“Sorry, but it’s boomy at this end” or “Can you speak one at a time”
and “the acoustics are terrible” are familiar to anyone who’s ever
been on a bad VC call.
You may have reverb, feedback, poor acoustics, and a room never
intended for audio broadcast or recording. But what to do?
Your problems are over; TK-Team acoustic correction panels can
stop reverb and dramatically improve acoustics. These attractive
panels can be mounted on walls, ceilings or mobile and the
difference a few square metres of panels can make
is transformational.
TK-Team panels are `Class A` conform to EN ISO 11654,
ASTM C 423 NRC & SAA and effectively soak up
`human voice level` frequencies.

BrightIdeas
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QSC

QSC for Higher Education
Less hardware, simple installation, better user
experience. Q-SYS delivers fully integrated,
software-based audio, video, control &
monitoring & management for your entire
campus.

22
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Enhance Hybrid Learning

Simplified room control

Monitoring & management

Balance learning equality for
in-class and remote students,
without complex integrations.

Instructors confidently control
the system (so they can focus
on the students).

Support teams can remotely
manage the entire campus
from a simple web browser.

QSC

Q-SYS starts with the Q-SYS OS, which serves as the software-based foundation that drives and manages a multitude
of Q-SYS Products, including native software, services and
AV&C hardware. All natively designed to work together
without complicated programming and offers the flexibility to
support a multitude of markets and applications.

Future-Focused System Design and Scalability
The Q-SYS SPA-Q Series operates on your network, so you can install your amplifier
closer to its connected loudspeakers and other in-room endpoints, freeing you to
choose between placing your Q-SYS Core processor in-room, OR centralizing it to
serve multiple spaces around the building.

Designed for Q-SYS
Provide your Q-SYS system with greater flexibility to deploy mic/line audio or
control connectivity where it’s most convenient. Each of the six models offers a single
connectivity type in a compact form factor that can be rack- or surface-mounted.

BrightIdeas
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Crestron

Innovations that fuel
the way we work and live
24
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Crestron Flex Video Conferencing

Room Scheduling Solutions

Intelligent AV Solutions

Meet with success

Maximise workflow
and increase productivity

Give everyone an equal seat at the table onsite or remote

Video conferencing, content sharing,
scheduling, management, and support
integrated into one platform with one
goal: help your organisation collaborate
at its best.

Our room scheduling does more than make
it easy to book a space. It gathers intelligence, facilitates productivity, and opens
possibilities so that your organisation
keeps moving. And it does it all easily and
effectively, without you needing to couple
your software and hardware.

The optimal audio for every space.
An equal seat at the table for every
participant working in the room or remotely. Our intelligent video and audio solutions
consistently deliver an excellent experience
in every space, for every participant.

Wireless Presentation and
Collaboration

Crestron
DigitalMedia™

Global Technology Operation
Management

Designed for how
we work today

The send any content
anywhere solution

Manage all your room systems easily on one platform

AirMedia® technology makes it simple for
anyone to connect instantly, present confidently, and bring meetings to life flawlessly
from any device, offering a consistent user
experience throughout your organisation,
for guests and employees.

One platform answers every
communication need. Presentation.
Content sharing. Digital signage.
Corporate messaging. Video walls.
Active and remote learning. E-gaming.
And more. All made possible by the
widest range of connectivity options
to distribute AV and control signals.

From personal spaces to lecture halls,
lobbies to lounges, esports to video walls,
you can see and control all your digital
workplace and content distribution technology everywhere. Crestron XiO Cloud®
platform gives you everything you need
to keep rooms working, meetings moving,
and teams productive.

Crestron

More info: crestron.com
BrightIdeas
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NAV Series - Pro AV over IP Systems

NAV® is the only no-compromise Pro AV over IP solution for distribution and switching of ultra-low latency,
high quality video and audio signals over an Ethernet network at low bitrates. It delivers groundbreaking
performance with real-time, visually lossless video over IP at resolutions up to 4K @ 60 Hz with 4:4:4 chroma
sampling and ultra-low latency. NAV can be deployed as a high-performance IP-based video and audio
matrix, combining the flexibility of an IP-based system with the integration-friendly video and audio switching
features found in Extron conventional matrix switchers.

26
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Extron Virtual Control
Control and Automation for 50 Rooms from a Single Appliance
Training Rooms

Executive Boardrooms

Extron virtual control systems help organizations
easily deploy, scale, and manage their AV systems
by providing the flexibility of hosting AV control
resources in a central location, right alongside
the resources your organization’s IT team already
manages.
The VCA 100 Virtual Control Appliance with
integrated Virtual Control Processors - VCPs is
designed for centralized AV control across the
organization. It’s everything you love about Extron
control, scalable for the enterprise. Organizations
can easily deploy these VCPs on the network, then
add as many traditional control ports and user
interfaces as needed by integrating control system
expansion interfaces, TouchLink® Pro touchpanels,
and Network Button Panels.

Meeting Rooms

Scalable

Flexible

Integration

Huddle Rooms

Configuration or
Programming

Backwards
Compatible

Powerful
Capabilities

Auditoriums / Lecture Halls

BrightIdeas
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AMF42AU

Advanced Multi-Format
Presentation Switcher
Our AMF42AU is an advanced 4K 4x2

Bluestream

HDMI 4K 60Hz 4:4:4 multi-format
presentation switch featuring 3 x HDMI

Multicast Video over IP
Cost effective distribution and management of AV throughout a whole
building or campus is now here. Integration of a dedicated Video over IP
network delivers both flawless performance and flexibility for content
distribution throughout classrooms, lecture theatres and public areas.

2.0 and 1 x USB-C input to 2 x HDMI 2.0
and 1x HDBaseT™ output.
• Seamless source switching with
manual or auto source selection
• MIC input supports line level or 48V
Phantom power
• Advanced Colour Space Conversion
(CSC) supports HDMI 2.0 18Gbps
specification
• Features MIC mixer over source audio
with independent level adjustment
(MIC ducking)

IP250UHD-TX/RX

IP Multicast UHD Video over
1Gb Network featuring Dante®
• Operates as a stand-alone system, or with
existing IP200UHD products
• Dual RJ45 network ports configurable for independent
or combined HDMI and Dante® signal distribution
• SFP port for independent or combined HDMI and Dante® signal
distribution over a single fibre cable

IP50HD-TX/RX

Contractor HD Video TX/RX
over 100Mbps Network
• Advanced HD video, control and KVM
over network infrastructure
• Extends HDMI up to a distance of 100m over a
single CAT cable
• Supports unicast transmission over unmanaged networks
• Supports multicast transmission for large managed networks

Intuitive AV products to optimise the learning experience

Control Integration

Blustream have developed a range of multi-format presentation switchers that feature support
of the latest 4K resolutions, seamless switching, USB-C video integration and microphone input
with 48V Phantom power, line level volume control and audio mixing. These powerful one-box
solutions provide the ultimate cost effective method for plug-and-play connectivity and AV control
in larger education environments.

Seamless integration with the world's

28
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leading control systems.

KDS-7 line
High-performance, highly scalable AVoIP streaming solution
The KDS-7 line comprises a full range of encoders and decoders, supports 1,000 video sources,
enables simple and fast deployment, and scales to suit any size network AV installation.

Advanced receivers for
streaming 4K@60Hz (4:2:0)
video signals via Ethernet over
copper cable. KDS-DEC7
decodes streams over an IP
network to HDMI output, and
transmit the USB, IR, RS232, or
CEC signal over IP network.

KDS-DEC7 & KDS-EN7
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outstanding end–user experience
Ideal for large–scale deployments
Robust security
Simple planning and rollout
PoE Support
For real–time essential installations such as command and control
rooms
Large scale AV content sharing installations using existing wires and
infrastructure in corporate offices and government applications
AV distribution systems with one or more sources and many display in
schools, universities, and public venues
For AV installations where low latency KM/KVM capabilities are
required
29
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Worlds #1 choice for Wireless Screen sharing in Education
Safe collaboration for staff and students
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborate wirelessly — hands-free screen sharing
Wirlessly share to multiple displays
Connect any phone, tablet, laptop or PC
Cloud platform for remote management
Conferencing compatible
www.airtame.com
30
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JABRA FOR EDUCATION
Learning anytime.
Anywhere.

Jabra Evolve2

Jabra Speak Series

Jabra Evolve2 65

Jabra Speak 750

Learning. Evolved.
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Wireless headset
Up to 37 hours battery life
Built to last
Passive Noise-Cancellation

Free to move. Free to teach

• Immersive sound
• Intuitive plug-and-play connectivity
• Up to 11 hours battery life
• Full duplex
• Dedicated Microsoft Teams button
and compatible with all leading UC platforms

Jabra Evolve2 40

Jabra Speak 710

• Corded headset
• Great for stationary work
• USB-A/USB-C connectivity
• 3 microphone call technology
• Compatible with all leading UC platforms

• Immersive sound
• Intuitive plug-and-play connectivity
• Up to 15 hours battery life
• Certified for Microsoft and compatible
with all leading UC platforms.

BrightIdeas

JABRA PANACAST VIDEO CONFERENCING
Educational excellence. Everywhere.
From virtual or physical classrooms, to creating online
resources for students to learn whenever and wherever
suits them best, teachers and students alike need the
right tools to ensure the learning experience is as rich as
all being in the same room.
That’s why Jabra have introduced flexible features,
including live whiteboard streaming and on-the-go portal
audio and video bundles.

Jabra PanaCast 50

Engineered to be the first new normal-ready
intelligent video bar.

• Professional-grade audio
• 180° Panoramic-4K video
• Virtual Director for immersive lessons
• Real-time whiteboard content camera stream
• Safety Capacity and Room Usage Insights
• Optimised for all leading UC platforms

Jabra PanaCast Meet Anywhere & Anywhere+ Bundles
Easy plug-and-play video. Every time, everywhere.
Jabra PanaCast Meet Anywhere

Jabra PanaCast Meet Anywhere+

 Jabra PanaCast
 Jabra Speak 750
 1m USB-A to C cable
 Premium Travel Case

 Jabra PanaCast
 Jabra Speak 750
 1.8m USB-A to C cable
 Premium Travel Case
 Table Stand
 15% off voucher for
Jabra Hub
(Redeem via Jabra website)
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K-FX
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VIA Connect²
VIA Connect² is a smart, secure, wireless and wired presentation and
collaboration platform that makes it simple to get actual work done
during meetings and classes.
Up to four participants can share their screens simultaneously on the main display
either using the VIA app mirroring feature, iOS mirroring via AirPlay™, Windows &
Android mirroring via Miracast™, or ChromeBook mirroring.
The platform can handle most small to medium size meeting spaces and is ideal
for classrooms and huddle spaces.

•

Simultaneous Display — Four participants can simultaneously present content
on the main display.

•

Stream live content from meeting rooms, classrooms and studios to YouTube™,
Kaltura™, Panopto™ and more.

•

Up to 4K@60 HDMI Wired Input — Enables hard–wiring, auto switching, for
connecting a computer or HDMI compatible devices.

•

Wireless USB — Supports Microphone, Speaker & Camera.

•

Optimized for Video Conferencing and hybrid education — VIA Versa
feature allows users to wirelessly connect to a professional grade camera
such as the K-CamHD and AV in their classroom or meeting space easily
and instantly.

Wireless Content Presentation, Collaboration,
and Conferencing Solutions
BrightIdeas
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Introducing Solstice Active Learning: Software-enabled video routing
for multi-screen environments, facilitating active learning classrooms,
conﬁdence monitors, training rooms, and more.
 Fast to deploy and consistent
across rooms
 Flexible and aﬀordable
 Intuitive drag-and-drop interface
 Simple system architecture.
36
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Try Neat risk-free
for up to 30 days!

Neat Pad is a simple and elegant touch
screen you can use as a controller inside
any Zoom or Microsoft Teams meeting
room or scheduling display outside.
With its sleek design, including ideal
screen angle for smooth interaction and
viewing, Neat Pad is purpose-built for
meeting rooms.

Neat Bar Pro packs a stack of tech into a simple and
elegant device. Capable of driving three large
screens,
it allows you to enjoy an incredibly immersive
higher-quality people and content experience
throughout any Zoom or Microsoft Teams
meeting space.

BrightIdeas
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Nureva Console

nureva

Audio Conferencing Systems
Powered by Microphone Mist ™ Technology, Nureva’s HDL
audio conferencing solutions have the power to
simultaneously process every audio source in a room and
deliver a more natural sense of communication.
Microphone Mist™ fills a space with virtual microphones in
the form of a grid and intelligently auto-calibrates to learn
the size of the room. The system is intelligent rather than
dumb so it eliminates echo and prioritises the human voice
over other noises. This creates natural, seamless audio - a
microphone system that "just works" provides a great audio
experience.

Active zone control

I n t e l l i g e n t R o o m M o n i t o r i n g m e a n s I T M a n a g e r s a l w ay s k n o w t h e i r
r o o m s a r e r e a d y. W i t h m u l t i p l e H D L s y s t e m s i n r o o m s a c r o s s
c a m p u s , N u r ev a’ s c l o u d - b a s e d C o n s o l e a l l o w s t h e m a n a g e m e n t
across multiple locations from a single, secure dashboard.
Whether working on Windows or Mac, this scalable system lets
one person configure and maintain all HDL units, regardless of if
yo u h ave 1 o r 1 0 , 0 0 0 .

Voice Amplification Mode
Vo i c e A m p l i f i c a t i o n M o d e i s d e s i g n e d t o w o r k i n t y p i c a l c l a s s r o o m s
and meeting spaces using the HDL300 and Dual HDL300 systems,
a m p l i f y i n g t h e i n s t r u c t o r o r p r e s e n t e r ’ s vo i c e t h r o u g h b o t h
m i c r o p h o n e a n d s p e a ke r b a r s i n r o o m s u p t o 3 0 ' x 5 0 ' ( 9 . 1 x 1 5 . 2
m ) . Vo i c e i s p i c ke d u p v i a a w i r e l e s s h e a d s e t a n d a m p l i f i e d i n t h e
r o o m t h r o u g h t h e H D L 3 0 0 s p e a ke r s , i n - c l a s s s t u d e n t s h ave t h e
a d d e d b e n e f i t o f a m p l i f i e d t e a c h e r vo i c e , a n d U C C s h a r i n g e n s u r e s
r e m o t e s t u d e n t s c o n t i n u e t o h ave a g r e a t l i s t e n i n g ex p e r i e n c e .

A c t i ve Zo n e C o n t r o l , a n ex t e n s i o n o f M i c r o p h o n e M i s t t e c h n o l o g y,
emphasises pickup of the virtual mics in a zone at the front of the
room while inhibiting pickup from the virtual mics in the rest of
t h e s p a c e . G i v i n g l e c t u r e r s o r p r e s e n t e r s t h e f r e e d o m t o m ove
around the space.

Compatible with many other conferencing technology including...
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Flexible pickup

Proven solution

Advanced features

Evolving platform

Configurable
microphone pickup
areas ensure a single
solution is ideal for
every room type

Trusted by 1000's of
educational institutions
around the world

Microphone Mist
technology provides
true full-room
coverage

Every HDL system is
entitled to free
software updates
ensuring your
investment is protected

X20
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Yealink
video devices solution for Microsoft
professionals to work the way they love
on-the-go, as well as working remotely.
The bespoke experience helps the joint
customers realize the vision of Intelligent Communication backed by a top
tier one-stop UC endpoint solution
provider.

One-stop
Solution Provider

Simplicity of
Experience

Easy Deployment &
Remote Management

Global Coverage
& Support Services

One-stop Teams voice and
video solutions to reduce
the costs of procurement &
support/services

True Teams ‘best of breed’
with consistent Teams
experience to drive user
adoption

Tenant admins can
manage the devices via
Yealink Device Management Platform

Professional support and
post-sales services for
worldwide customers
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Yealink

Group Learning

Four Reasons to Choose Yealink
MeetingBar A20/A30 for Educational Scenarios

Shared Study Place

01

Solution out of box - Plug-and-play, easy installation and deployment.

02

Solution compatible to all – Allow switching from
Teams, Zoom and other platforms realizing by BYOD.

03

Easy control and multi-sharing with CTP18 touch
panel.

04

Scalable solutions for upgrading into remote
classrooms after returning to schools.
BrightIdeas
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Yealink

Personal Desktop/
Home Office

Huddle and
Small Meeting Room

Huddle to Medium-plus
Collaboration Room

MeetingBoard 65
VP59

DeskVision 24

· Premium audio and
· Dual mode for native Teams
native Microsoft Teams
display and daily monitor usage
experience
· Premium audio and video
· Simple deployment and
experience
management

MVC 400

MeetingBar A20

· 133° field of view,
· AI features: Auto Framing &
Speaker Tracking 20MP, 133° FoV · 20MP HD full-duplex
audio experience
· Noise proof, full-duplex, built-in
· Easy deployment
8 MEMS microphone

· USB hub, Qi charging

· AI-powered audio and video experience
· Multi-party wireless content
sharing solution
· Works with Teams RoomPanel
and the Room Sensor
· Quick setup

Medium Meeting room
(7-11 users)
Medium-Plus Meeting room
(12-18 users)

Large Meeting room
(>19 users)

Extra-large Multiple Camera
Training Room (>30 users)
MVC 960

MVC 640

MeetingBar A30

· UVC84: 4K camera, · All-in-one solution with AI features
Dual-camera system for large views
12x optical zoom,
· HD full-duplex audio and great
Auto Framing
pickup range
· Mspeech
· Easy deployment
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MVC 860
· UVC86: Dual-eye 4K intelligent tracking camera, 12x optical
zoom, Auto Framing, Speaker and Presenter Tracking
· Mspeech: HD voice, full-duplex, 10ft/6 meter pickup range
· Multiple audio options

· UVC86
· Multiple cameras simultaneously
· AI-enabled chipset
· Multi-mounting options and
simplified Connections

Lumens

Professional Video Solutions
Document and PTZ Cameras

Professional
PTZ Cameras

Lumens DC-F20 document camera captures
bright and vivid colours HD/2K images and video.
It is foldable, portable, and lightweight.
Perfect for teachers and presenters, plug in the USB
cable and it’s ready to go.
DC-F20 works well with video conference software such
as Zoom, Meet, Skype, or Teams.
With the included Ladibug software, users can easily
position and zoom the lens position, and highlight
parts of the document.
It is perfect for distance learning
and live demonstrations.

VC-A51P
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

1080p 60fps
PTZ camera
68° horizontal FOV
30x optical zoom,
HDMI, 3G-SDI,
Ethernet

VC-A61P
▪ 4K 30fps
1080p 60fps
▪ PTZ camera
▪ 68° horizontal FOV
▪ 30x optical zoom,
▪ HDMI, 3G-SDI,
Ethernet

VC-R30
▪
▪
▪
▪

1080p 60fps
PTZ camera
12x zoom,
HDMI, 3G-SDI,
USB, IP streaming

PTZ is an acronym for pan, tilt, and zoom. Featuring a professional camera
head mounted on a robotic arm, multiple PTZ cameras can be remotely controlled
by a single operator. Their ability to zoom, swivel and tilt, and move smoothly from
position to position makes them suitable for use in live events, multi-camera studios,
lecture capture, and conference production. Virtually silent, robotic cameras can
be discreetly placed in almost any location and integrated into the video, broadcast,
and AV installations.

Windows, OSX and Chrome compatible

Lumens Europe

www.Mylumens.com
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PROFESSIONAL PTZ CAMERAS

PROFESSIONAL AV SOLUTIONS

Aver

EFFICIENT LECTURE RECORDING
AVer PTZ cameras enable anyone to perfectly capture stunning
content with superb image quality and powerful zoom capability.
The lines of Professional PTZ cameras and AI Auto Tracking
Cameras fulfils studio productions, live events, worship services,
auditorium lectures, sports and gaming competitions, online and
distance learning classes, multinational conferences, personnel
training sessions, and more.

PTC500+
4
IP/HDMI/
USB/3G-SDI

AI
AI

AI AUTO TRACKING CAMERAS
The PTC500+ and PTC300UV2 Series feature in-house AI,
thanks to Human Detection processing. Teachers are free to
walk around the classroom without wearing any accessories
to give guidance and solve problems for students, ensuring
quality education. The wide range of compatibility with
major livestreaming platforms is a plus when teachers are
doing online education.

4K

UHD

32
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4K Ultra HD
Resolution
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30X

4

PTC300UV2

Outputs

30X Optical
Zoom

IP/HDMI/
USB/3G-SDI

Human
Detection AI

Presenter
Mode

Zone Mode

Hybrid Mode

Intuitive
Web UI

Upside-Down
Installation

AVer PTZ Link is the one and only software in the market
to connect AVer Professional PTZ Cameras to microphone
systems, especially products from Shure® and Sennheiser.
With the aid of PTZ Link, you can easily turn AVer’s PTZ
Camera to a voice tracking camera through setting preset
points. Enjoy the most advanced technology that brings out
the most productive meeting, owing to the excellent audio
video solution.

Easy Setup

Audio Based Tracking

IP Based Control

Multiple Cameras &
Microphones Support

WATCH VIDEO

LEARN MORE
BrightIdeas
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K-CamHD
Kramer

Professional
ProfessionalHD
HD camera
camerafor
forversatile
versatilevideo
videocapture
capture– –
For varied
varied spaces
spaces and
and use
usecases,
cases,from
frommid-sized
mid-sizedrooms to
boardrooms,
rooms to boardrooms,
classroomsclassrooms
and auditoriums.
and auditoriums.
Get a clear view of all meeting attendees, with special attention
wherever it’s needed. This 1080p PTZ camera is equipped with
high-power optical and digital zooms, ideal for zooming-in on specific
participants
specific participants
in mid and
in mid
large-sized
and large-sized
video conferencing
video conferencing
spaces. Silent
PTZ
spaces.
movement
Silent PTZ
andmovement
simple control
and simple
let youcontrol
captureletonly
youwhat
capture
you want,
when
only what
you want
you want,
it. when you want it.

•

Wide–angle image capture with advanced PTZ control provides
provides complete
of and
medium
largesuch
spaces,
complete
coveragecoverage
of medium
largeand
spaces,
as
such as boardrooms,
classrooms
and auditoriums
boardrooms,
classrooms
and auditoriums

•

Outstanding image detail, with 1080p resolution, 12x optical zoom
zoom16x
plus
16x digital
and intelligent
color optimization
plus
digital
zoom, zoom,
and intelligent
color optimization

•

Clear image quality even in low light, with 2D and 3D digital noise
noise reduction
and dynamic
wide dynamic
reduction
reduction
(DNR)(DNR)
and wide
reduction
(WDR)(WDR)

•

Quickly
movejumping
camera between
view between
lectern and speakers,
whiteboard
Easy,
instant
whiteboards
with a
by setting
andpre–set
recalling
pre set positions
choice
of 255
views

Solutionsfor
forsuperb
superb hybrid
hybrid iinteraction
h
teraction experiences
xperien
Solutions
interaction
experiences
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PTZ Cameras, Beamforming Mics and Edge Analytics
Creative solutions to engage and inspire every audience.
From classrooms and meeting spaces to houses of worship, lecture halls and
medical environments, Sony’s innovative range of total solutions transform
learning and collaboration both online and in person.

Remote Cameras - SRG
Built for almost any space, the
SRG range matches high-quality
images with ease of use and
simple installation.
The remotely controlled PTZ
cameras can cover everything
from crowded operating
theatres to huge auditoriums,
making them the perfect solution
for business, education, and
medical settings.

Model

Resolution

Field of
view

Optical
zoom

Interface

SRG-X120

1080p

70º

12X

3G-SDI/HDMI/
IP/NDI (Option)

SRG-X400

1080p

70º

40X

3G-SDI/HDMI/
IP/NDI (Option)

SRG-XP1

4K

100°

NA

HDMI 2.0 /
Ethernet, USB 3.0

SRG-XB25

4K

68°

25X40X

HDMI 2.0 /
Ethernet

SRG-X40UH

4K

70°

40X

HDMI & USB3.0

Beamforming
Microphone - MAS-A100
The Sony beamforming* ceiling microphone with
advanced speech reinforcement technology
enables truly hands-free and contactless
lectures and presentations. The Beamforming
Microphone is simply affixed to the ceiling,
then ready to use – leaving the speaker
location-free, hassle-free, and hands-free
to focus on presenting.

Connect to Dante audio system**

Edge Analytics Appliance - REA-C1000
AI-powered Edge Analytics Appliance simplifies creation of polished, professional
online presentations and video content in both live and recorded environments.
*1: Beamforming is a signal processing technique used for directional signal transmission or reception.
**2: Analogue audio system option also possible.

PoE switch
Dante
Mixer/
Dante DSP

Recording Channel
Amplifier

Main Channel

Lecture capture
Recorder

Loudspeakers

BrightIdeas
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Video-On-Demand

KL-3T Media Station
Your All-in-One Video Production Solution
Capture content, cameras and audio
Record to internal and USB media
Control with intuitive touchscreen GUI
Stream to
Backup to
48
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Distance
Learning

Campus
Broadcasting
Lecture
Capture

Introducing Facecam....
professional optics in a webcam
form factor. Engineered to make
you look amazing.

Elgato

CREATE YOUR OWN
BROADCASTING
STATION

Ultra-bright, dimmable & easy
to adjust via the Control Centre
App - Key Light Air makes your
workspace & camera feed shine.

You need a broadcast-grade
microphone that plugs directly
into your setup & a mixer to
blend audio sources with ease.
Meet Wave:3 - your complete
audio solution.

Launch websites, control apps,
orchestrate teleconferences like a boss
& much more. Stream Deck lets you
easily customise unlimited shortcuts &
put them directly at your fingertips.

Distributed by Holdan Limited

BrightIdeas
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Wireless presentation,
web conferencing and collaboration

Wolfvision

vSolution MATRIX: Award-winning active learning
classroom solutions
Combine Cynap Pro and
multiple Cynap Core
Pro units with vSolution
MATRIX software for
the original AV over
IP-based multi-screen
active learning classroom
collaboration solution,
supporting up to 40
workstations.

vSolution MATRIX: Simple drag & drop controls
A Cynap system at every
workstation ensures an
intuitive and easy-to-use
collaborative working
environment for all users,
and the simple drag and
drop ‘ Room View‘ control
interface enables content
to be moved effortlessly
between different
screens in the room.
50
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WolfVision Visualizer systems - Outstanding live imaging

Standard issue in large
numbers of universities
worldwide, our popular
range of Desktop and
Ceiling Visualizers are
robust and easy-to-use,
live imaging systems with
superb picture quality.

Multi-platform web conferencing for Cynap
Multi-platform web
conferencing is available
on Cynap Pro, Cynap
Core Pro, and Cynap
Pure Pro. Sessions can be
controlled directly or via
any connected laptop,
smartphone or tablet using
vSolution App, available for
Windows, macOS, iOS and
Android devices.

A better way to meet
on Zoom and Microsoft Teams
Try Neat risk-free
for up to 30 days!

Neat Board is the complete meeting room package for
Zoom or Microsoft Teams in a simple and elegant allin-one device. With its immersive 65-inch multi-touch
screen, powerful audio system and versatile wide
angle camera, Neat Board ensures you see and hear
everything so vividly up close it’s almost as though
those on screen are right there in the room with you.

65
K multi-touch LED

120° FOV

12 MP

Wide angle camera

Capture resolution

5 mic array

Opposing drivers

4x
Digital zoom

BrightIdeas
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Lecture Room Solution

Yealink

Yealink Meetingboard65:
User interaction can directly
improve students learning
efficiency. Yealink Meetingboard 65, designed with
intuitive interface, native
Teams inside, and premium hardware,
provides a seamless interaction. No matter
in a local meeting or a virtual class, Yealink
Meetingboard 65 ensures equal participation of all the attendees.
This collaboration display combines
everything, from the computing unit to a
wide 65-inch touchscreen display, 4K
camera, microphones arrays, speakers, and
built-in Microsoft Teams.

Multiple Camera Deployment：

Seas of Audio Options：

Yealink designs the best of breed camera
options, offering an immersive meeting
eeting experience, especially
in large meeting rooms, with the best 4K tracking camera
UVC86, featured with presenter tracking created on AI-besed
face recognition technology, enhancing the interaction in

Yealink meeting room solution has seas of audio
options and offer different types of audio devices e.g.: celling mics, table
mics and wireless mics, or Yealink MSpeaker and Yealink AI Mspeech,
creating extreme convenience for users to find the most suitable
solutions, and Yealink audio technology ensures everyone in the room
can be well heard.

education scenarios.
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55”

65”

75”

86”

65”

75”

85”

55”

65”
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BenQ
Discover our
out of this world
technology
Interactive Displays • Digital Signage • Projection
• Monitors • Wireless Presentation
• Accessories • Supporting Software

54
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www.benq.co.uk

The Ultimate
All-in-One Video
Collaboration Solution
A single device for video conferencing, digital
whiteboarding and content sharing.
Experience intuitive, collaborative and seamless
virtual lessons with one-touch to start Zoom
hybrid learning.
Easily setup and start your lessons in minutes
right out of the box, no technician required.

DTEN D7 Dual 55”

DTEN D7 55”

Provide a more
immersive meeting
experience

Experience
powerful life-like
video

With a choice of 55”, 75” or
Dual 55”, you can support
larger classrooms and
allow a dedicated space for
remote participants.
Plus, utilise additional
screens or projectors with
HDMI outputs.

With the power to use 2
additional cameras in
multi-camera mode along
with advanced built-in
video ehancements such as
Zoom Smart Gallery view,
you can better capture all
in-person students.

Achieve greater
platform
flexibility
With direct guest join
capability for Microsoft
Teams and native Zoom
compatibility, your hybrid
lessons become
frictionless. Simply join
Zoom or Microsoft Teams
with the tap of a button.

Scan to sign up for a 30-day free trial of the DTEN D7 55”
BrightIdeas
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Philips
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Samsung
Interactive Display
Intuitive usability
Multi-writing support
up to 20 people
Pen/Brush mode
⚫ Limitless annotation
⚫ Flexible image editing
⚫

Imagine a new era of learning
Samsung Flip 3 is a powerful education solution that
delivers interactive learning experiences. Developed
specifically for the education market, Flip 3 provides
educators with boundless resources and flexibility to
create engaging lessons for a new era of learning.
Flip 3 features immersive touchscreen and input
technologies, enabling simultaneous multi-user
writing to provide increased involvement while
learning. To get the most out of Flip 3’s powerful
hardware, students and teachers can access both
trusted, embedded content or preferred third-party
software.
Samsung’s latest technology enables secure
environments, while faster hardware increases
student engagement. Power seamless learning
experiences for everyone with Samsung Flip 3.
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⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

Versatile templates
Content navigation
Secure content

Advanced convenience
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Embedded educational solution
Faster hardware
Built-in document reader (MS Word,
PowerPoint, Excel and Adobe PDF files)
Web browser

Enhanced safety
⚫
⚫

Antimicrobial Coating
Shatterproof protection

Easy sharing & presentation
Versatile connection (HDMI, USB, DP, OPS slot)
Screen share
Touch out control
⚫ Easy content distribution
⚫
⚫
⚫

INSPIRE LEARNING THROUGH

INTERACTIVITY

Sharp / NEC

An agnostic approach to interactive technologies with IR, PCAP and precision touch options
from both the NEC and Sharp brands, including the BIG PAD range and Windows certified
collaboration displays. With a focus on the BYOD user experience and future-ready
connectivity, we have the perfect-fit interactive solution for your hybrid small group
learning spaces.

LEARNING IN

LARGE FORMAT

For presentation in classrooms of any size, to cross-campus digital signage,
our range of 32” to 98” Large Format Displays and Video Walls are engaging
students with high impact visual communications. With options for all budgets
and requirements, trusted Sharp/NEC quality comes as standard for long-life
performance and low TCO.

dvLED

LARGE SURFACE BRILLIANCE

Two new value-oriented dvLED ranges (E Series and FE-E Series) bring the latest
extended-life technology with Sharp/NEC’s trusted quality to the budget-sensitive
education sector. With high brightness, almost no reflection and deep contrasts,
seamlessly scalable to fit the available space in seminar rooms and lecture halls, dvLED
offers a compelling opportunity for higher education.

www.sharpnecdisplays.co.uk

@SharpNEC_UK
BrightIdeas
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Introducing the ViewBoard
Versatile multi-touch interactive displays perfect
for bringing people together to learn and work.
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ViewSonic ViewBoards
Available
in

Q1 23

ViewBoard IFP32 Series

ViewBoard IFP50-5 Series

ViewBoard IFP52 Series

ViewBoard IFP62 Series

- 4K UHD Resolution
- Ultra Fine IR Touch Technology
- Front-facing Dual 10W Speakers
- Quad Core CPU
- Low Blue Light Certified
- Available in 65”, 75” and 86”

- 4K UHD Resolution
- Ultra Fine IR Touch Technology
- Dual 10W Speakers and 15W Subwoofer
- USB-C with 65W Fast Charge
- HDMI Out
- Quad Core CPU
- Low Blue Light Certified
- Available in 55”, 65”, 75” and 86”

- 4K UHD Resolution
- Ultra Fine IR Touch Technology
- Front-facing Dual 15W Speakers
- Front-facing 15W Subwoofer
- Built-in 8-array Microphone
- USB-C with 65W Fast Charge
- HDMI Out
- Quad Core CPU
- Low Blue Light Certified
- Available in 65”, 75” and 86”

- 4K UHD Resolution
- PCAP Touch Touch Technology
- Optical Bonding Technology
- Front-facing Dual 12W Speakers
- Front-facing 15W Subwoofer
- Built-in 6-array Microphone
- USB-C with 65W Fast Charge
- HDMI Out
- Dual Core CPU
- Low Blue Light Certified
- Available in 65”, 75” and 86”

myViewBoard Software Suite
A Visual Learning Platform - Engage and inspire through a comprehensive suite of apps to support any teaching style.

A versatile
classroom
collaboration
tool to connect
teachers and
students for better
engagement.

A whiteboarding
tool for teachers
and students to
prepare, present,
and participate
in the classroom
and beyond.

An app that instantly
connects teachers,
students, and IT
administrators to a
Whiteboard session
via any mobile
devices.

A web dashboard
for IT admin to
remotely manage
hardware and
software settings or
push notifications
to any displays.

A simple
online platform
allowing users
to screen share
content from
any devices via
a web browser.

Providing powerful
insights to classroom
engagement,
environmental
factors, device
status, and software
usages.

An Android
screen recording
app that allow
teachers to record
all activities on
the screen with
audio.

An Android app
for live streaming
to mainstream
online platforms:
Facebook,
YouTube, Twitch
and Workplace.

For more information, please visit www.viewsonic.com/uk or speak to your GVAV account manager.
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LG LED All-in-One Essential Series

UM5J

Slim Design

Built-in Speaker
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Super High
Resolution

High Brightness

Inch

110” / 98”

Inch

136"

Screen Resolution

3,840 x 2,160 (UHD)

Pixel Pitch

1.56 mm

Operation Time

16 Hours / 7 Day

Brightness

800 nit

Brightness

500 nit (Typ.)

Screen Resolution

1,920 × 1,080

Bluetooth

Built-in Bluetooth

Serviceability

Front

Wi-Fi

Built-in Wi-Fi (FW Update Only)

Controller

Embedded

Speaker

10 W + 10 W

Large Format Displays
High Brightness

Entry Level

Video Walls

Multi Touch

The SQ1H series features a high-brightness panel
to display sharp and clear images even in a bright
environment.

High visibility, durability and a host of useful
connectivity features in six screen sizes.

Simplified and Seamless Multi-Screen System for
Signage, Events, and Surveillance.

Freedom to connect, create and share.

With 500 cd/m² brightness and high haze value panels
to suppress the reflected glare of bright light, the EQ2
Series is ideal for conference rooms, classrooms and open
spaces such as receptions and shopping malls.
The ability to position the display in portrait or landscape
mode, with up to a 20-degree tilt angle and 18 hours
continuous operation also makes the Series perfect
for information display.

The LCD display series supporting the Panasonic
multi-screen system offers highly legible, high-quality
images and convenient functions. The hidden areas
limited to 0.44 mm on the top/bottom and left/right
in the “ultra-narrow bezel design” of the VF2H/VF2 are
not conspicuous, making them ideal for signage and
surveillance use.

Since the series is capable of operating continuously for
24 hours, it is suitable for use in well-lit areas such as
conference rooms, university classrooms, entrance halls
and shopping malls. The SQ1H series supports DIGITAL
LINK to enable easy configuration of a high-quality digital
TH-86SQ1H
TH-75SQ1H

4K 3840 x 2160 86”
4K 3840 x 2160 75”

1200cd/m2
1500cd/m2

TH-86EQ2
TH-75EQ2
TH-65EQ2
TH-55EQ2
TH-50EQ2
TH-43EQ2

Standard
Panasonic’s SQ1 Series of 4K UHD LCD displays
employ 4K picture quality to render intricately
detailed images.
The SQ1 Series features the “12-Axis Color Management
function” for ideally faithful Color reproduction of digital
signage content, and “HDR” compatibility to express a
wide brightness range from dark to bright. Equipped with
the new Intel® SDM specification slot standard, the SQ1
Series can be combined with an interface board for simple
but wide system interoperability.
TH-49SQ1WA
TH-55SQ1WA
TH-65SQ1WA
TH-75SQ1W
TH-86SQ1W
TH-98SQ1W

4k 3840x2160 49”
4k 3840x2160 55”
4k 3840x2160 65”
4k 3840x2160 75”
4k 3840x2160 86”
4k 3840x2160 98”

500cd/m2
500cd/m2
500cd/m2
500cd/m2
500cd/m2
500cd/m2

4K 3840 x 2160 86”
4K 3840 x 2160 75”
4K 3840 x 2160 65”
4K 3840 x 2160 55”
4K 3840 x 2160 50”
4K 3840 x 2160 43”

500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²

TH-55VF2H
TH-55VF2

Collaboration
“PressIT” is Panasonic’s Wireless Presentation System that
allows easy screen collaboration with just a single press of a
button. This elegant solution, designed to make collaboration
quick and simple in meeting rooms, can connect up to 32
devices at one time, allowing users to present on screen or via a
projector at the touch of a button

1920 x 1080 55”
1920 x 1080 55”

700 cd/m²
500 cd/m²

Our multi-touch professional LED displays bring smarter,
faster solutions for everyone using or interacting with
visual technology in your business. With a choice of
touchscreen sizes, suitable for landscape or portrait
installation, there’s a multi-touch screen that is perfect.
The CQE1-IR series is a powerful, cost-effective solution
with infrared touch technology that offers 4K resolution,
alongside reliable operation for up to 16 working hours.
With up to 20 simultaneous touch points, it makes
collaboration engaging and easy.
TH-86CQE1-IR
TH-75CQE1-IR
TH-65CQE1-IR
TH-55CQE1-IR

3840 x 2160 E-LED 86”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 75”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 65”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 55”

400 cd/m²
400 cd/m²
400 cd/m²
400 cd/m²

The SQE1-IR interactive series with infrared improves
collaboration with up to 20 simultaneous touch points
and has an Intel® SDM slot for a variety of applications.
Designed for clear viewing with 500 cd/m2 and high
reliability with 24/7 operation.
TH-86SQE1-IR
TH-75SQE1-IR
TH-65SQE1-IR
TH-55SQE1-IR

3840 x 2160 E-LED 86”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 75”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 65”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 55”

500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²

The SQE1-IG interactive series with InGlass™ offers
a precise, paper-like writing experience and includes
the new Intel® SDM slot for a variety of applications.
Designed for clear viewing with 500 cd/m2 and high r
eliability with 24/7 operation.
TH-86SQE1-IG
TH-75SQE1-IG
TH-65SQE1-IG
TH-55SQE1-IG

3840 x 2160 E-LED 86”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 75”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 65”
3840 x 2160 D-LED 55”

BrightIdeas

500 cd/m²
500 cd/m²
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Crystal UHD 4K TV
When less, is stunningly more
Samsung
Experience minimalistic style with
a stunningly thin TV design that

blends beautifully with your home.
With a stunning clean back and no
messy cables, it’s been crafted to
look perfect from any angle.

See crystal clear, lifelike
colour come to life
Bingeing on a boxset or feasting on
a blockbuster, you’ll see everything
in crystal clear, true-to-life colour.
Dynamic Crystal Colour delivers
rich and vibrant images in over one
billion shades – 64 times more than
conventional UHD TVs. It’s the way to
go for picture-perfect viewing.

An abundance of apps
and services to enjoy
With the best-selling Samsung
Smart TV* at your ﬁngertips, it’s never
been easier to enjoy TV.
64
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3,840 x 2,160

BRAVIA BZ Series Professional Displays
Beautiful pictures built for business
Available from 32” to 100,” there is a Sony professional display to suit any size classroom or
meeting room. Sony’s energy efficient BRAVIA Professional Displays combine bright, beautiful
4K HDR images with easy operation, extensive integration options and low ownership costs.
32”

43"

50"

55"

65"

75"

85"

100"

FW-32BZ30J

FW-43BZ35J
FW-43BZ30J

FW-50BZ35J
FW-50BZ30J

FW-55BZ40H/1
FW-55BZ30J

FW-65BZ40H/1
FW-65BZ30J

FW-75BZ40H/1
FW-75BZ30J

FW-85BZ40H/1

FW-100BZ40J

BZ30 Series – entry line
Available in a choice of screen sizes from
32”-75”, BRAVIA BZ30J offers sumptuous
4K HDR picture quality pictures with an
extra-wide viewing angle – adding impact
to signage and all your visual
communications in business, retail,
educational and public environments.
BZ40 Series – high end line
Available in sizes up to 100”, BRAVIA
Professional Displays harness Sony’s latest
picture processing technologies. With
impressive brightness up to 850 nits and
bright, high-contrast HDR images bursting

with rich, colour and exquisite detail, the
BZ40 range is the smart choice for
collaboration in today’s business environment.
BRAVIA Professional range key features
• Quick set-up with Pro Mode
• Flexible mounting & installation
• Reliable 24/7 operation
• Flexible content layout with HTML5
• Easy integration
• Built-in Meeting Room App
• Spectacular 4K HDR image quality
• Apple AirPlay & Chromecast built-in
• IP Network and RS-232C Control
• Integrated with Sony TEOS workspace
management solution

BRAVIA Tuner Models
Our latest range of
BRAVIA features a built
in TV Tuner ideal for
public places such as
reception areas, waiting
rooms and communal
spaces. (Tuner models
available from 32”to 85”)

Optional solutions

BrightIdeas
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Brighter Learning with
Absen
LED Solutions
Absen
A27 Plus – Indoor LED
Absen’s flagship product for fixed installation,
A27 Plus offers outstanding image quality and
a seamless display with less than 10cm install
depth when wall mounted. Each panel is 27.5”
in size providing familiarity to video wall users.

Lecture Theatres
Presentation Spaces
Campus Displays

Pixel pitch: 1.2mm I 1.5mm I 1.9mm I 2.5mm
Black SMD Technology 610 x 342 x 61 mm
16:9 aspect ratio Up to 1000 nit brightness
Front install and service

A-Series – Outdoor LED
Absen’s most powerful outdoor LED display delivering
up to 10,000 ultra high brightness with 40% reduced
power. Available in five pixel pitch options, A-Series is
suited for medium and long viewing distances such
as outdoor advertising and campus displays.
Pixel pitch: 4mm I 6mm I 8mm I 10mm I 16mm
10,000 nits ultra high brightness
Low energy consumption 5-year product warranty
Fully waterproof Front & rear maintenance
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Digital signage and Screen sharing solutions

Ditto

D it t o is a r evo lu t ion a r y a l l -i n -o n e s cr e e n m i r r o r i n g an d d i g i t al si g n ag e so l u t i o n . Wo rk i n g wi t h c o m m o n h ard ware rece ive r s
s u c h a s A p p le T V a n d Wi n d o ws d evi ce s D i t t o b r i n g s sc re e n m i rro ri n g an d d i g i t al si g n ag e t o any d i sp l ay. U se rs sh are th e ir
d ev ic e by s im p ly e n t e r i n g a co d e i n t o D i t t o a n d a d m i n s c an m an ag e d ev i c e s an d si g n ag e i n t h e c l o u d wi t h ju st a f e w click s .
O f f e r in g o n e s i m pl e a n d co n s i s t e n t way to sh are c o n t e n t an d d i sp l ay si g n ag e . No i n c o m p at i b l e c ab l e s o r
m is s in g a d a pt o r s . N o m o r e b l a n k s cr e e n s o r c l u n k y h ard w are . U se rs c o n n e c t wi t h e ase t o save t i m e d u ri n g
m e e t i n gs , r e d u ce h e l p re q u e st s an d e asi l y d i sp l ay wi t h Di t t o .

Wireless

Secure

Highly Compatible

Screen Mirroring
Ditto allows users to connect in seconds
Just enter the room code to connect to the screen and
select the content you want to share
That’s it – no cables, no dongles, no fuss
Wirelessly share one device to multiple displays or up to 4
devices to a single screen
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Free Support

Scalable

Easy Configuration

Digital Signage
Create powerful signage using pre-defined templates
Schedule signage to display what you what, when you want
Upload media content – photos, videos
Create playlists to manage content across your screen estate

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR THE SMART CAMPUS & WORKPL ACE

Onemedia

Workplace Management
Solution

Room booking
& management

Desk booking
& management

Visitor
management

Wayfinder mapping &
directional signage

Mobile app for
booking & mapping

Visual
communications

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR
THE SMART CAMPUS
& WORKPLACE

Desk, room, visitor booking & management solutions combined with wayfinding and visual communications
to work, meet and communicate to your students, staff and visitors. Enhance smart workspace optimisation with
our end-to-end suite of solutions used independently or as a complete solution.
Empower staff to
choose where they
work improving overall
wellbeing

Improve workspace
efficiencies, review
and enhance the use
of resources & space

Save admin time
by adopting more
efficient and flexible
procedures

Implement a flexible
working experience
with the latest
technologies

Enhance campus
image and reinforce
brand and message
through digtal signage

Plan safe and social
distanced workspaces,
using max capacity
features

For more information, please contact GVAV

For more information, please contact GVAV
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Deliver incredible experiences
your Epson
audience will never forget
Our most advanced projectors combine 3LCD and
4K enhancement technology with vibrant colour and
ultra-high contrast ratio to produce brilliant, true-to-life
content reproduction.
High brightness with advanced flexibility
The highly versatile EB-PU1000 Series laser projectors
provide a brightness range from 6,000 to 10,000 lumens
and feature 4K enhancement technology. Add the perfect
lens based on your installation requirements and even
an Epson external camera for advanced functionality.
Play content cable-free using the built-in media player
with network content upload.
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Projectors
Large Venue 3-Chip DLP™
Project on a grand scale for the greatest impact with our 3-chip DLP laser projectors. SOLID SHINE laser
technology delivers higher brightness for immersive and vivid picture quality.
PT-RQ50K
PT-RQ35K
PT-RZ34K
PT-RQ25K*
PT-RZ24K*
PT-RQ18K*
PT-RZ17K*
PT-RQ13K
PT-RZ12K

Native 4K 4096 x 2160
4K 3840 x 2400
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
4K 3840 x 2400
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
4K 3840 x 2400
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
4K+ 5120 x 3200
WUXGA 1920 x 1200

50,000 lm
30,500 lm
30,500 lm
20,000 lm
20,000 lm
16,000 lm
16,000 lm
10,000 lm
12,000 lm

* Available from Q3 FY 2022

Installation LCD
Project on a grand scale for the greatest impact with our 3-chip DLP laser projectors. SOLID SHINE laser
technology delivers higher brightness for immersive and vivid picture quality.
PT-MZ20KL*
PT-MZ16KL
PT-MZ13KL
PT-MZ10KL
PT-MZ880
PT-MZ780
PT-MZ680

Portable LCD

WUXGA 1920 x 1200
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
WUXGA 1920 x 1200
WUXGA 1920 x 1200

20,000 lm
16,000 lm
13,000 lm
10,000 lm
8,000 lm
7,000 lm
6,000 lm

* Available from Q4 FY2022

Flexibility defines the PT-VMZ Series. Carry it easily from room to room to enjoy clear, vivid projection
from the smallest, lightest body in class.
PT-VMZ71
PT-VMZ61
PT-VMZ51

Installation 1-chip DLP™

PT-VMZ51S

Compact and flexible 1-Chip DLPTM projectors deliver elite colour performance in any exhibition space.
PT-RCQ10
PT-RZ120
PT-RZ990
PT-RZ890
PT-RZ990
PT-RZ690
PT-FRQ60
PT-FRQ50
PT-FRZ50
PT-FRZ60

2715 x 1697
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
4K 3840 x 2160
4K 3840 x 2160
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200

8,000 lm
12,000 lm
9,400 lm
8,500 lm
7,000 lm
6,000 lm
6,000 lm
5,200 lm
5,200 lm
6,000 lm

PT-LMZ460*
PT-LMZ420*
PT-LMW460*
PT-LMW420*
PT-LMX460*
PT-LMX420*

1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
(no DIGITAL LINK)
1920 x 1200
1920 x 1200
WXGA 1280 x 800
WXGA 1280 x 800
XGA 1024 x 768
XGA 1024 x 768

7,000 lm
6,200 lm
5,200 lm
5,200 lm

4,600 lm
4,200 lm
4,600 lm
4,200 lm
4,600 lm
4,200 lm

* Available from Q3 FY2022

Short Throw LCD
PT-TMZ400
PT-TMW380
PT-TMX380

WUXGA 1920 x 1200
WXGA 1280 x 800
XGA 1024 x 768

BrightIdeas

4,000 lm
3,800 lm
3,800 lm
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Sharp / NEC

FOCUS ON
PROJECTION
Delivering exceptional versatility and maintenance-free
performance, Sharp/NEC laser projectors deliver
teaching material in vivid clarity and super-silent
operation. With brightness options ranging from
5,000 to 20,000 ANSI there is a projector, and
lens, combination to suit every learning need in
classrooms and auditoria.

5-YEAR WARRANTY
Exclusively for the education sector, conveniently
supporting standard refresh programs, Sharp/NEC’s
laser projectors and large format displays bring peace
of mind with a 5-year warranty.

LASER

PHOSPHOR

www.sharpnecdisplays.co.uk
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Laser Projection
Spectacular picture quality, flexible installation and up to 20,000 hours operation
make Sony’s laser projectors a smart choice for businesses, universities, colleges,
and visitor attractions looking for a high quality and energy efficient solution.
VPL-PHZ50 / VPL-PHZ60
5,000 and 6,000 lumens
Discreet and extremely compact, these high-brightness, flexible
and stylish laser WUXGA projectors are perfect for corporate and
education applications.
Throw ratio:1.23: 1 to 1.97 :1
Spectacular image quality - powerful Z-Phosphor laser
light source and advanced BrightEra 3LCD projection engine
deliver detail-packed images with up to 6000 lumens of
colour brightness.

F Series Laser
projectors
6,000 to 13,000 lumens
Sony’s flagship laser projectors
for larger and more demanding
venues requiring the best in
technology, resolution, and
highly sophisticated features.
Deliver powerful performance,
optional lenses, up to 20,000
hours of life and attractive TCO.

Long life, less maintenance - up to 20,000 hours virtually
maintenance-free operation.
Flexible installation - position the projector freely at any
angle, on its side or even upside down. HDBaseT reduces
cabling for simpler integration.
Discreet partner for any presentation - stylish blend-in design
with tidy cable management and low fan noise.

BrightIdeas
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Innovative Workspace Solutions

Professional Projection

Electric Model

50mm black borders enhance the image.
Extended black drop.
No electrical installation required,
supplied with a 2.7m cable and plug.
Optional wall switch connects to RJ11
socket.

Manual models
also available

Bespoke screens: A wider range of fixed frame
screens for front and rear projection are available,
please contact us for further details.

80mm profile

Semi-permanent, always in view screens for dedicated areas
such as board rooms, conference rooms, training and home
cinema rooms. The 8cm wide light absorbing velvet frame is
supplied in sections to help with assembly and installation.
The Screen fabric is tensioned and fitted to the rigid frame giving
a superior flat surface. Available in a wide range of sizes in video
4:3, widescreen 16:9 and 16:10 formats.
Width (mm)
1760
1960
2160
2560
3160

4:3
EFS16V
EFS18V
EFS20V
EFS24V
EFS30V

16:10
EFS2012
EFS2415
EFS3018

Bright Ideas DPS_2022.indd 2
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Hook on the screen

Click into position

Now ready for use

Eyeline® Design Electric & Manual Screens

Eyeline® Frame
Projection Screens

16:9
EFS16W
EFS18W
EFS20W
EFS24W
EFS30W

Electrically operated projection screens are supplied as standard with
a 3m cable and wall switch. Patented click-on/click-off channel fix
mounting bracket system. Requires electrical installation. Both models
include black borders to all 4 sides to enhance the projected image and
can be mounted to a wall or ceiling. Other accessories are available.
Width (mm) 1:1

4:3
16:10
Electric only
1600
EMS16W
**V16W
1800
**S18W
**V18W
2000
**S20W
**V20W
EEL20W
2400
**S24W
**V24W
EEL24W
3000
**S30W
**V30W
EEL30W
350mm Extension bracket
EBKT30
** Add EM for Manual Screens ** Add EE for Electric Screens.

16:9
**W16W
**W18W
**W20W
**W24W
**W30W

Connectivity

Extension Bracket

Eyeline® Pro Channel Fix
Electric Screens

IR Sensor and
Manual Override

This screen comes with an infra-red (IR) remote control and IR
extension cable. 12v trigger with a 10m cable for operation when
the projector is powered on/off. RJ11 (6P6C) cable for connection
to a RS232 central control system. Built in manual override
button. Mount to a wall or ceiling. Other accessories are available.
Width (mm)
4:3
1560
SEV15
1690
1800
SEV18
2130
SEV20
2440
SEV24
2760
3150
SEV30
Extention Brackets

16:10
SE18ST
SE20ST
SE24ST
SE30ST

16:9
SEW16
SEW18
SEW20
SEW24
SEW26
SEW30
EPB35

14/06/2022 13:09

IN THE UK

MANUFACTURED

MANUFACTURED

Innovative Workspace Solutions

Metroplan
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IN THE UK

Lockable Versions also Available

Resist-a-Flame® Aluminium Framed
Noticeboard

WriteOn® Aluminium Framed
Magnetic Whiteboard

The Eco-Colour core is certified as class B according to European
Reaction to Fire test BS EN 13501-1 and meets public area building
regulations for mounting in sensitive areas such as corridors,
stairways and entrances in educational environments.

Aluminium framed whiteboard in a wide range of sizes.
Superior coated steel writing surface that also accepts magnets.
Excellent hard wearing surface for higher use applications.
Supplied with pen tray. For use with drywipe pens.

Height (mm)
900
900
1200
1200
1200
1200

Height (mm)
600
900
1200
1200
1200
1200

Width (mm)
600
1200
1200
1500
1800
2400

**Please add code of colour required

Code
22632/**
22643/**
22644/**
22654/**
22664/**
22684/**

Width (mm)
900
1200
1200
1500
1800
2400

Code
49632
49643
49644
49654
49664
49684

Shield black frame

Aluminium frame

Formatted Projection Whiteboards
A choice of 3 formats and 2 frame designs available to suit
individual requirements. A high quality vitreous enamel semimatte steel whiteboard suitable for projection and drywipe
markers also accepts magnets. Aluminium frame version is suitable
for short throw projectors. 4:3, 16:9, 16:10 options.
Height (mm) Width (mm)
Black Frame
1224
1618
1224
1933
1224
2143
Aluminium Frame
1218
1612
1218
1927
1218
2137

Format

Weight

Code

4:3
16:10
16:9

27kg
32kg
35kg

PW1520
PW1250
PW1120

4:3
16:10
16:9

27kg
32kg
35kg

PWA1520
PWA1250
PWA1120

Bright Ideas DPS_2022.indd 1
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Got a prestigious boardroom refit?
The ScreenInt Raphael screen disappears completely
into a discreet ceiling recess when not in use.

There’s a
ScreenInt
for that!

Installing in a false ceiling?
ScreenInt’s false ceiling trim kit for their
Compact and Major models lets you to hide the
screen cabinet inside a false ceiling for a clean,
aesthetically pleasing look.
Need a screen that never breaks down?
Nil. Zilch. None. That’s the number of issues
we’ve had with the ScreenInt Eikon screen. Ideal for
schools and higher education where reliability is key.

Whatever the AV installation
#theresascreenintforthat
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SightLine Cable-Drop System
Don’t
let your projection screen block your room
CHIEF

A unique cable-drop
system now available
for every installation
Drop your screen up to
180 cm and define the
ideal screen drop during
installation.
www.LegrandAV.com
BrightIdeas
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Gener8 Gener8 create the next generation
of immersive experience spaces, alive with
dynamic, interactive content that builds
exciting opportunities for learning, training,
entertainment, and presentations

Take your content
to the next level

The new generation of Gener8 Immersive Spaces give
educators and presenters an innovative, robust, easy to
use presentation and teaching resource. Supported by
powerful software, you are able to enter a unique space,
full of editable content, intuitive multi touch capability.
All enabled by a simple drag and drop process

Interactive learning is
spontaneous and flexible,
making teaching more
hands-on, engaging and
fun. Moreover, you can
deliver exciting, intriguing
tutorials using your own
pre-made or online content!
80
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With a massive library of pre-made content
available, there's plenty to get you started:

Perfect for education at all levels,
from primary to university.

▪ 1200+ 3D scenes

Ideal for interactive displays in
museums and public buildings
and the next wave in corporate
training and presenting.

▪ Limitless amounts of pictures and videos
▪ Remote working links along with streaming
and video connections
▪ Compatible with a wide range of 3rd party software
▪ Direct one on one training sessions
▪ Interactive learning and presentation packages

Gener8 projectors are
supplied in partnership
with BENQ

First Class
AV for Primary and
Secondary education

BrightIdeas
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GV
GVAV
is proud to offer a range of quality
products suited to primary and secondary
education settings. New technologies support
children’s education by making learning
collaborative, interactive, and fun.
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PROFESSIONAL AV SOLUTIONS

AVerVision M90UHD

Mechanical Arm Visualiser

The M90UHD is a visualizer with an impressive lineup of features
that include a 13-megapixel camera, 4K imaging, and a
transcendent 322X total zoom capacity. These characteristics help
teachers demonstrate all types of materials in an extraordinarily
vivid way. What’s more, instinctive function buttons, an extendable
arm, and AVerTouch software allow teachers of any subject to
create fantastic collaborations in next to no time.

AVerVision DL30

4K

13
60fps

AVerVision M70W

Distance Learning Tracking Camera

When distance learning and hybrid classrooms are the new
normal, the AVer DL30 is a must-have solution for online
education. With the DL30 connected to a laptop, you can present
freely onstage while livestreaming so students can learn no
matter where they are. Teachers don’t need to be camera shy
anymore—theyy can just be themselves
themsel
and teach how they want
o the DL30 tracking
t
camera!
thanks to

Mechanical Arm Wireless Visualiser

The M70W is a 4K wireless visualizer that transforms
eLearning by enhancing interactive discussions between
teachers and students.

230

60FPS

4K 60fps

13 MP

5

2.4 & 5 GHz

230X Zoom

Dual Band Wi-Fi

Rechargeable
Li-ion Battery

5-Year
Warranty

ABC

AVerVision U50
For Distance
Learning

For Hybrid
Classrooms
Class

5 MP

Built In
Microphone

5 MP
Sensor

30fps

32

USB
Plug & Play

30 fps
Frame Rate

USB Distance Learning Visualiser

1080p

Output Resolution

8X
8X
Digital Zoom

A3
A3
Shooting Area

The AVerVision U50 USB visualizer features exceptional portability
and convenience as well as the ability to run solely on power from
the computer. The lag-free 30 fps frame rate, 5-megapixel camera
sensor, HD 1080p output resolution and built-in microphone make
it an excellent choice during video chats. Easily integrate U50 with
your laptop or computer via the A+ Suite for Microsoft PowerPoint®
to capture high-quality visualizer images and record live video and
audio.

BrightIdeas
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Rich, pure sound every time.
Axis communications

Better your business, school or organization with network audio.
You don’t have to be an engineer or an expert to enjoy a sound system that works perfectly the moment
it’s installed. Axis network audio systems are preconfigured to deliver excellent sound quality right out of the box.
Completely digital and controlled from a central location, be able to test, maintain and troubleshoot your system
remotely over the same network that powers it.

Learn more about the quality of our audio products:
Visit www.axis.com/products/audio
84
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Save up to 52%
on energy costs*

SMART

There’s a SMART display for

every classroom
Get connected

Get simple

Get engaging

Bring together all the
technology and content in
your classrooms, so it
works better together.

Exceptionally simple to
deploy, use and support,
with best-in-class touch
and ink.

Software and resources
for engaging students
included FREE with every
display!

**MX and 6000s series. On avg. vs other leading interactive panels
86
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SMART

* When connected to a PC or Mac computer
BrightIdeas
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National strength
Local service
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Why GVAV?
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Ready to deliver the
systems you need

Dundee

With the world returning to the
classroom, lecture theatre, and
office, our skilled team are ready
and waiting to assist.

Newcastle

Manchester

We deliver a full range of service offers to
make your AV ambitions come to life. From
consultation, planning, design, training and
maintenance, we have the experience to deliver.

Coventry

London

Exeter
BrightIdeas
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Meet the team
GVAV is delivering the next
generation of collaborative learning!
COVID changed our world almost overnight,
but we collectively overcame the challenges; we
stopped, we reset, and we started to find new
solutions, solving the problems of working apart.
With a return to an altered normal, we have
taken all those lessons learnt and pushed them
even further.
GVAV’s nationwide team are ready and waiting to
support this new world. We deliver outstanding
solutions that let you work more closely than
ever, no matter how far apart, And collaborative
learning spaces that achieve more than ever
before. Collaboration has genuinely become a
superpower for success.
Drop us a line, give us a call, speak to your local
branch today and find out how our dedicated
team can help you achieve your goals!
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Systems Integration
Acknowledged in the industry for
providing top quality integrated
solutions. We develop systems that
are easy to use and offer a great
user experience.
Working efficiently on site alongside third parties
and contractors, we seamlessly integrate cutting
edge technologies into legacy systems.
And, with our commitment to uncompromising
Project Management, we’ve got the experience
needed to smoothly integrate into any
construction or refurbishment scheme, no
matter the size.
With technical teams continuously receiving
the latest training and development, we ensure
they have the most up-to-date skills and product
knowledge.
With GVAV you can be confident in gaining a
beautifully designed and robust AV solution.

BrightIdeas
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Solutions
choice
Meet the team
and
design
GVAV is delivering the next

generation
of collaborative
learning!
GVAV
have the
skills and resources
to ensure success and get the best
COVID changed our world almost overnight,
return
on your investment.
but we collectively overcame the challenges; we
stopped,
we reset,
and we started
to firefi
ndned
new
With decades
of experience,
we offer
solutions,
solving
the
problems
of
working
designs delivered by highly skilled solution apart.
With
a return
an altered
normal,
designers
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superpower for success.
Drop us a line, give us a call, speak to your local
branch today and find out how our talented team
can help you achieve your goals!
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Rack build
At GVAV, we don’t just excel at
systems design...
Our highly skilled engineers build AV racks
in-house to the highest quality and specification.
With regional build centres located across
the UK, you can rest assured we’ll build your
equipment rack locally - reducing time
and travel.
With dedicated rack wiremen and our extensive
portfolio of AV products, our AV racks are
consistent with the highest standard and ready
to fit.
Predominantly built at one of our controlled
facilities and designed to exact specifications, AV
racks comply with industry standards. Arriving
on site, fully assembled and tested, we provide
installation, integration, commissioning and
handover services as part of our comprehensive
service. And, With large stocks of rack
equipment, materials and integration hardware
in stock, we can also accommodate last minute
changes with ease
Whether your project is small or large, GV rack
build is here to get the job done fast.
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Technical support
GVAV knows how vital good
technical support is to our
customers and understands their
wide range of support needs. We
will match support levels to your
specific requirements considering
user experience and system
complexity.
Our support services include access to GVCore,
our support and service desk solution for
incident logging, management and resolution,
accessible by phone, email or secure login
Customer satisfaction is of paramount
priority, and we take pride in the quality and
professionalism of our support services. You will
receive expert advice on usage, helping you get
the best out of your equipment and keeping it
working in peak condition.
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Maintenance
With our nationwide network of
branches, we offer local expertise,
which means you get the support
you need!
Offering a wide range of maintenance services
supported by our skilled engineers, we will
manage your request every step in a friendly,
helpful and efficient manner from your very
first call.
Our maintenance package offers excellent value,
protects your AV system, reduces downtime,
and ensures that it will run smoothly for years
to come providing a great return on your
investment.
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Project management
We understand the importance of
excellent project management, and
our experienced team of trained,
accredited professionals do too.
As a company we invest heavily in our national
PM teams supporting training to accredited
standards particularly PRINCE2 and CTS.
Flexible project reporting ensures
transparency for customers who can view
their project progress throughout the process,
and our system helps deliver agile, timely
visibility to key stakeholders. Ensuring projects
stay on time and in budget.
We will provide additional project managers
giving appropriate support depending on the
project size. PMs will focus on contractual,
multi-trade, SHESQ and onboarding elements
of the broader project with tangible benefits
to our clients.
This capability is hugely beneficial when the
work forms part of an overarching construction
project or multiple jobs require management.
We will integrate tightly with the principal
contractor project team.
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Training
We recognise the difficulties
organisations face in implementing
new technologies, promoting user
adoption and building operational
confidence amongst end users.
They are the fundamental elements that
help guarantee you’re getting the most out
of your system.
No matter the level of in-house technical
knowledge, adopting new products and work
methods can be complex. But, taking on these
challenges allows you to augment your business
practices, provide your customers with better
service, and compete more effectively.
Technology changes fast, and AV is constantly
evolving, making it a truly exciting field. However,
we understand this is a daunting prospect if you
don’t deal with AV all the time. We can provide
the reassurance you need through training.
Training is an essential element of any well
designed AV solution and represents a powerful
tool for promoting user adoption. It maximises
the benefits of the technology by enabling
it to reach its full potential.
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Control systems
Since its inception, GVAV has been
at the forefront of bespoke integrated
AV systems for business and
education. Our mission, to deliver
designs that offer excellence to
our customers technically and in
user experience.
Whether using Crestron, AMX, Extron, or one of
our other excellent manufacturers, the foundation
is simple, logical, elegant, well-programmed
interfaces that make our solutions work for you.
Our highly qualified experts have designed,
programmed and supplied a wealth of projects
from individual meeting rooms, classrooms
and lecture theatres to expansive buildingwide
installations. We incorporate estate-wide
management that handles lighting, audio and
building control, and we support environmental
room monitoring and asset booking.
Our team carries certifications from all major
system manufacturers so that you can expect an
efficient and timely control solution. Whether for
a new system or to update your existing one. Our
interfaces are intuitive and reliable.
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We are extremely proud
and excited to have an AV
solution that matches the
ambitions we are working
to achieve here in DARTeC.
What we have here is a
great example of a concept
being brought to reality,
I can’t be more pleased.
Thank you GV!
Adrian Cole | Cranﬁeld University
DARTeC Campus

Finalist

AV Magazine Awards 2022
Best Education Project
of the Year
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DARTeC
DARTeC

is a research building specialising in advancing the aviation sector and the airport of
the future; the facility requires the provisioning of numerous research labs to support
academic and postgraduate research alongside multiple aviation related DARTeC stakeholders.

Due to the commercially sensitive research being conducted
on site, often by competing organisations, each working
in their own laboratory space. A safe and secure system
was required to protect their privacy and IP whilst still
allowing targeted collaboration with other partners within
the facility.
As a completely new facility, DARTeC required a bespoke,
flexible AV solution that met their Day One requirements
and was fully scalable to meet their future needs. GVAV
conducted a comprehensive review of available technologies
that could be developed to meet the demands of the client’s
brief.
The facilities Passenger Experience area required some
very specific customisation that included ambient noise,
PA announcements and the ability to simulate the full
airport hall environment and emulate the passenger’s
experience. There were also requirements for zoned audio
that delivered audio within a very localised area.
Experiential benefits were fundamental to GVAV’s design.
We focused on creating a system that would offer maximum
flexibility and ease of operation for all users.
New user access is easy; an administrator simply logs
into the admin page and assigns new users to the
respective rooms.

The ease with which this system operates is a source of
pride, as our primary goal was always to offer a great user
experience from day one and into the future.
The result is a testament to the planning, design and
forethought of what we did for this project to ensure a
scalable and flexible system.
The entire building system uses Crestron Fusion, monitoring
and scheduling software that allows support through alerts
on Fusion or an on-demand support service. Users who need
assistance can press the help button on the control panel
menu and request rapid in room support.
Alongside the flexible, scalable nature of the AV design, we
ensured that the system offered sustainable efficiencies.
Each area with installed AV was fitted with a Crestron
Occupancy Sensor, reacting to motion and light levels;
technology paired this with the room lighting and timed
shutdowns programmed for days end. After a period when
sensors and control panels have not been activated, lighting
and AV systems will shut down automatically.
Also, GVAV factored in the long-term maintenance and
redundancies within the design. By utilising AVoIP based
solutions, any new or changing equipment will not require
new cabling. Any additional sources that the client may need
for future upgrades to the sharing system will only require
an additional NVX, which they can then incorporate into the
system themselves or via GVAV.
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Cardiff
The

new Centre for Student Life (CSL) Building
at Cardiff University forms part of the
University’s most significant upgrade in a generation.

Located in a central position to its Cathays campus, the CSL
building provides student services, including support with
study, health and wellbeing, preparing for the future, money
management and living in Cardiff.
As part of Cardiff University’s commitment to carbon footprint
reduction, the building design focused on sustainability.
Some key features include photovoltaic cells, natural ventilation,
a green roof and energy-efficient lighting.
The audiovisual solutions needed to innovatively complement
this mission. Harmoniously blending with the building
aesthetically across a range of installation spaces. These included
two lecture theatres, seminar rooms, meeting rooms and a large
entrance atrium.
Built over 2-3 floors, the 550-person lecture theatre is imposing.
Instead of the standard projection screens that many Universities
utilise, the main display is provided by a 4m wide 16:9 LED Absen
video wall.
A Bose Professional Integrated sound system delivers highquality audio to the space via a Biamp Tesira DSPs.
The equipment is housed inside a height-adjustable TopTec
Gemini Lectern with retractable user interface cables and
Crestron control.
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Sunderland

With

an AV budget of £1.2 million,
Sunderland City Hall required a full
suite of AV equipment installed at their Vaux Site
located in the city’s heart. This marvellous project is
part of a wider £40m+ new build working to rigorous
schedules. The project represented a significant
investment with exacting needs and necessary
oversight and planning — it needed to offer excellent
value to the client as a public sector organisation
particularly in light of the higher level of scrutiny
under which public spending is held accountable.

Sunderland City Hall

British Council for Offices (BCO)
Award 2022
Best Corporate Workplace
for the North of England, North Wales and
Northern Ireland regions

The building consists of five specialised locations. The
Council chamber, Coroner’s Courts, Cafe, Mayor’s Parlour
and Registrar’s Ceremony Room. Digital signage for all
public areas and a ‘ROOMZ’ system - a wireless desk and
huddle space booking system with over 400 bookable assets
throughout the building. Furthermore, the project called for
55 bookable meeting rooms with wireless video conferencing
facilities.
From initial appointment of GVAV until commencement of
work took approximately eight months, and the stakeholders
and GVAV reached a consensus in February.
Having developed the agreed plan in good time, we could
begin on site, and initiated the first fix in March 2021.
With limited experience of AV systems within the client
team, we undertook the process of training key individuals
to operate the systems alongside on-site AV support until
August 2022. This transition period has allowed the client to
takeover AV operations and go forward confidently.
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Lancaster
The

brand new 400 seat Margaret Fell Lecture Theatre
is the flagship auditorium on campus at Lancaster
University. As well as teaching, it is used for conferencing
and events with multiple presenters, panel sessions and
performances.

Due to the room’s varying uses and the multiple video/audio sources
from the lectern, AV booth and auxiliary connections around the
room. A Crestron NVX AV over IP solution was selected for all video
transmission and switching. Dante was chosen for audio withNetgear
M4300 managed switches to handle all video and audio and control
traffic over a dedicated AV network.
The room was fitted with two 4.2m wide 16:10 electric projection
screens mounted at a high level above TK Team column boards.
Alongside each projection screen, GVAV installed an array of three
Biamp Community ENT-FR column speakers. These combined to
make a 3.3m single column array at each side.
ENT-FRs are modular, directional speakers and more extended arrays
minimise sound reflections for complete room coverage. So, no
additional delay speakers, or even ceiling speakers were needed
for voice reinforcement. Two Biamp Community IS6-115 subwoofers
were also integrated on the floor below to handle low frequencies.
As this was a new build our engineers were involved from an early
stage. With the challenge of Covid-19 restrictions and distancing, the
project took longer than originally anticipated, but the
team worked closely together to deliver it.
The pandemic meant delays to achieving the full
use of the facility but end users have been very
complimentary in praise of the systems.
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Birmingham

The

University of Birmingham moved to
bimodal teaching in 2020/2021 due to
the Covid-19 pandemic, creating new challenges for
teaching delivery where students and staff were a
located both on and off campus.

The university began introducing new technology to support
both staff and students by delivering synchronous teaching
that worked for everyone.
GVAV upgraded 20 lecture theatres and 60 classrooms
improving the learning experience for students studying
remotely in preparation for the 2021/2022 academic year.
The 20 lecture theatres in the Teaching and Learning
building reflected the initial proof-of-concept room
developed by GVAV and LRAT (the University AV department)
utilising Crestron Flex Zoom Room systems. The new rollout
also included the addition of cameras, microphones, and
other switching equipment.
In the 60 smaller rooms, we added the Crestron UC-SB1-CAM
Flex sound bar and USB extension kits, all connected directly
to the PC inside the lectern.
Project delivery took place in time for the new teaching year.
Subsequently, a system programmer was assigned to the
site for October and November, supporting the site team,
ensuring good end user engagement, and identifying and
rectifying any teething issues. Many universities and colleges
have now toured the site, encouraging them to develop
similar systems for deployment this year.
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Audio
Audio Technica _________ 12
BIAMP __________________ 14
Bose ____________________ 16
Ecler ____________________ 17
Optimal Audio __________ 18
Sennhieser _____________ 19
Shure ___________________ 20
TK Teams _______________ 21
QSC ____________________ 22

Broadcasting
Arec ____________________48
Elgato __________________49

Control,
Switching
and AVoIP
Blustream ______________ 28
Crestron ________________ 24
Extron __________________ 26
Kramer _________________ 29

Digital
Signage
Brightsign ______________ 67
Ditto ____________________68
Onemedia ______________ 69
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Immersive
spaces
Gener8 _________________80

Interactive
Displays
Avocor __________________ 53
BenQ ___________________ 54
DTEN ___________________ 55
Iiyama __________________ 56
Panasonic ______________ 62
Philips __________________ 57
Samsung _______________ 58
Sharp NEC ______________ 59
ViewSonic ______________60

Lecterns
and Trolleys
Dalen (TopTec) ___________ 2
JM Supplies ______________ 6
TeamMate _______________ 7
Unicol ___________________ 8
B-TECH AV Mounts _____ 10
Peerless _________________ 11

Meeting room
solutions
neat. ____________________ 51

Displays

Yealink__________________ 52

LG ______________________ 62
Panasonic ______________ 63
Samsung _______________64
Sony ____________________ 65

Organisations
LTSMG __________________ 79

First Class

PTZ Cameras
and Streaming

Aver ____________________ 83
Axis _____________________84
Owl Labs _______________ 85
Smart __________________86

Aver ____________________44
Lumens ________________ 43
Kramer _________________46
Sony ____________________ 47

Projectors

Epson __________________ 70
Panasonic ______________ 71
Sharp NEC ______________ 72
Sony ____________________ 73

Screens and
Whiteboards
Metroplan ______________ 74
Projecta ________________ 77
Screen International ____ 76
TK Team ________________ 21

Unified Comms
Airtame ________________ 30
Iiyama __________________ 31
Jabra ___________________ 32
Kindermann ____________ 34
Kramer _________________ 35
Mersive _________________ 36
neat. ____________________ 37
Nureva _________________ 38
X2O ____________________ 39
Yealink__________________40

Videowall
Absen __________________ 66
Panasonic ______________ 63

Visualisers
Lumens ________________ 43
Wolfvision ______________ 50

AV services you can rely on
Six local branches across the nation
GVAV has installed thousands of projects nationwide. With local branches
covering the entire country and a central hub of systems and resources,
we are ready for any project, no matter the size or complexity.
At GV, we have the skills, local resources and experience to take
your needs from a concept to a fully integrated and supported Audio
Visual solution.

On hand to help
GVAV provides sales, service and support, accessible via mobile, web or
email. Our customers can contact us whenever and wherever they need
us. We take customer satisfaction very seriously, so training, support and
effective project management are critical to all we do.

Maintenance and support

Head Ofﬁce (London & South East)
Unit 1, Inwood Business Park,
Whitton Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex. TW3 2EB
 0208 814 5950
 ncutting@gvav.com

South West & South Wales
Unit 4, The Omega Centre,
Bittern Road,
Sowton Industrial Estate,
Exeter. EX2 7LT
 01392 499399
 rwatts@gvav.com

Midlands & Mid Wales
Unit 2E, 4020 Siskin Parkway East,
Middlemarch Business Park,
Coventry. CV3 4SU
 01455 221587
 kliddle@gvav.com

North West & North Wales

Our nationwide network of branches means local, experienced
engineering resources for our customers. From essential preventative
maintenance to site-resident engineers, extended hours and short term
events to full operational support, whatever you need, GVAV can help.

Unit 4, Bag Lane Enterprise Centre,
Bag Lane, Atherton,
Manchester. M46 0JN

Our project, technical, and programming teams ensure your AV projects
deliver on every level. We pride ourselves on offering the best quality
goods and services, and our customers know they always get great value
for money.

North East

 01942 884433
 jmcgarty@gvav.com
Unit 6B, Chevychase Court,
Seaham Grange Industrial Estate,
Seaham, County Durham, SR7 0PR
 0191 303 9648
 matkinson@gvav.com

Scotland

08000 27 40 06
www.gvav.com

Unit 23, Block C,
10 Tom Johnston Road,
Dundee, Angus, DD4 8XD
 01382 848680
 ngraham@gvav.com

